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Rethinking Digital Identity
„…If you solve authentication,
everything else is just accounting”
Ross Anderson, Professor of Security
Engineering, University of Cambridge
[Anderson, KC Fed 2012]

Abstract
Identity is in crisis. Massive cyberbreaches and identity frauds are daily news. Users
experience endless frustration with countless passwords and registration procedures.
Governments suffer from poor online acceptance and merchants experience high fraud costs
despite massive IT investments.
Maybe we need to radically rethink the topic of identity.
Today’s discussion around identity largely centres around government- and regulator-led
initiatives on the one hand and private initiatives on the other. Europe’s eIDAS regulation
has a focus largely on public sector identities and how they can be aligned and made to
interoperate across member states. National governments are setting up national identity
schemes – some with more success than others. The private sector is defining countless
individual identity solutions, allowing the user to sign on to their particular online service,
with a number of them also offering their identities to third parties. Most visible examples of
the latter are social media platforms who encourage the user to “Sign on with
Facebook/Google/etc” to other services.
The result of these many public and private approaches is that the user is confused, has
countless different ways of identifying himself, has severe concerns about his data being
shared and hence control of his privacy and has a terrible online experience. This frenetic
activity on identities paradoxically thus results in worse security (not least since users try to
conquer the complexity and diversity by reusing passwords across services, writing PIN
numbers on the back of their bank cards, or holding credentials in central repositories1)
which in turn leads to severe issues, both economic (e-commerce rejection) and systemic
(Cyberbreaches, online trust).

1

PC/browser password managers, USB sticks, cloud keychains or simply handwritten paper lists
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The author argues that we may need to radically rethink our approach to identity. There
must be better ways of organising this topic than in silos who
- at one extreme either use their own identity services only themselves or pay lipservice to being re-usable for other purposes outside their sphere
- or at the other extreme by data-hungry organisations offering their identity services
to absolutely everybody and everything to ensure that they gather as much data and
know as much as possible about the customer in all situations.
There are also better methods than userids, passwords and two-factor authentication
procedures to identify someone reliably.
Maybe there is even a fundamentally better way to think about the topic: maybe it is not
about identity (“is it him/her”) at all.
The author argues that the real personal identity is mostly irrelevant: I just need to prove
that I am over 18, that I have the right to access this service, that I may pass through this
door. Only some selected attributes of my self are relevant.
Who I am, what my name is, what my home address or my bank account details are - is
mostly of no concern. Indeed, revealing my full personal identity to services and devices is
against the fundamental privacy principle of “data minimisation”.
Identity – in the formal/usual sense of identifying the full individual - may thus, in most
cases, be a massive overshoot to requirements and quite illegal under GDPR and ePrivacy.
It is therefore proposed that services should only be allowed to verify attributes and instead
of talking about identity we should be focussing on rights management.
In this sense, it may be wise that rights management should not be applied only for natural
and legal persons (as, for example, eIDAS2 and NIST3 see the world). Instead we are surely
increasingly seeing the need to verify also the right of applications, programs, robots, apps,
devices: does this piece of software have the right to initiate a payment, to see the balance
on my account, to gather information on my transaction history? Does this device have the
right to communicate with my bank card, to open this door for me, to drive me to work?
These attributes (formally sometimes4 known as “claims”) can, of course, also not be placed
on a linear scale (“low” “substantial” “high” in eIDAS terminology) but exist in parallel
without any natural precedence order. Indeed, the paper examines some of the many
dimensions of trust, their basis and how to move forward respecting their cultural,
regulatory and technical diversity within Europe and around the world.

2

eIDAS Article 3 Definitions: ‘electronic identification’ means the process of using person identification data in
electronic form uniquely representing either a natural or legal person, or a natural person representing a legal
person
3

NIST Digital Identity Guidelines SP800-63A: in-person identity proofing is required … through examination of
physical documentation
4

The whole identity space is sadly awash with diverging, inconsistent terminology. Not only “attributes” vs
“claims”, but also “authenticators”/”tokens” vs “credentials” [NIST2017], meaning of “federated” etc etc.
For wide readability we will not always use the formal terms here whilst aiming for clarity and consistency.
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It is argued that this attribute verification may best be achieved using the concept of
Pseudonymity. Indeed, on the scale of identity (the full person is revealed), pseudonymity
(only single targeted attributes are verified) and anonymity we argue that the great majority
of the use cases lie in the middle.
We can see that this topic is multi-dimensional and stands at the intersection many new
legislations (PSD2, ePrivacy revision, EU-US Privacy shield, eIDAS, law enforcement) and
many new developments (Open Banking, Robo-AI, IoT) and is in need to be radically
rethought in the context of these new regulations, new market developments and the new
technological5 possibilities.
The author argues that the solution may lie not in more-or-less interconnected silos,
but in a true federated system,
where several identity providers (better: attribute verifiers),
employing modern authentication technology (not userid/password),
offer their services to verify very specific attributes (not revealing whole personal identities)
of an individual/company/application/robo-adviser/device (not just people)
in an open four-corner model
to many relying parties.
The author discusses that there may be five key desirable characteristics of such an
architecture: Secure, Simple-to-use, Scalable, Private, Pervasive.
There will be many providers of identity services. However, the particular role not only, but
also, of banks in contributing to the provision of such trusted services in a federated model
are discussed. It is shown that there are many societal benefits to regulated banks with
extensive experience in KYC playing a key role here together with other industries and that it
may be in the strategic and commercial interests of banks themselves to positions
themselves proactively in this space.
Putting these key strands together we see a clear way forward towards a world with less
cybercrime, less identity fraud, hugely better online experience of government and
commercial services, to not only make our lives safer and easier but finally to truly enable
the efficient and convenient online and offline economy.

Keywords
identity, authentication, pseudonymity, eIDAS, GDPR, privacy, bank-ID, attribute verification,
4-corner model

5

especially dynamic, silent, risk-based, analytic authentication but also biometrics and much more
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Introduction: The mess we are now in – and what we really need
We have all seen the massive Cyberbreaches and the rampant identity fraud of the last
years6. We all experience daily the horror of having to deal with countless userids and
passwords, each with their own format rules, and to fill in endless forms on the internet. The
time appears ripe to set up modern identity solutions that are
Secure, Simple-to-use, Scalable, Private and Pervasive: “3SPP7 Authentication”.
Secure – using modern technology, not 1970’s passwords. Not based on centralised
infrastructures as single points of attack but employing a distributed, federated system.
Simple-to-use and Situative – the “right” friction that balances convenience vs security.
Sometimes no friction (car ride app, regularly buying coffee) sometimes multi-factor
authentication (buying expensive TV) is the right choice – both for the benefit of risk
management of the merchant/government/bank and for the comfort of the user.
Scalable – must work highly reliably in huge volumes across all countries, services and
platforms. This is at core a high-scale transaction business.
Private – not revealing more data than is necessary and only to those parties that need it
and only where the user has explicitly consented.
Pervasive – not one solution per silo, but a reusable interconnected solution under a
common framework across all channels, geographies and devices for government, banking
and commerce.
Table 1 - Features of a future-proof authentication system
Source: equensWorldline 2018

We will explore the options for realising the above goals in the following text.

6

see, for example [cifas 2017]: “Identity fraud reached the highest level since records began 13 years ago”,
“88% of identity frauds occurred online”, “one in every two crimes now a fraud or cybercrime – surpassing all
traditional crime like burglary, robbery, etc” or [Global Cyber Alliance 2017]: “in 2016 a record 421 billion data
records were stolen - 3 million data records are lost or stolen every day”, “identity theft counts for 64% of all
data breaches”, etc.
7

pronounced “TripleS-P-P”
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Need for a federated approach
Current EU initiatives such as eIDAS seem largely focussed on government and public sector
issued identities and how to make them interoperate across Europe. But we believe the time
is now ripe to think beyond this. Instead of the current isolated silos from government and
industry, we propose that we need
• a federated system
• where multiple identity providers (government, commercial entities, social media,
mobile operators, banks etc) verify the rights of access
• which can then be used by multiple relying parties (government services, online
platforms, IoT, …)
under an open but secure identity regime.

Figure 1 - Evolution of authentication
Source: equensWorldline 2018

Figure 2 – Federated authentication scheme
Source: equensWorldline 2018

We can see that there will be many parties and industries involved. Some will provide
verification of attributes, some will want to have attributes verified, others will provide the
interconnecting services and organise the rules between these parties. This will be a diverse
ecosystem which will require much alignment and coordination. However, we have seen
with many other complex ecosystems that span several parties (e.g. worldwide e-mail,
international payments) that it can be done successfully if there is sufficient need and
opportunity. We will argue that there is definitely need and opportunity to solve identity.
Salmony – Rethinking Identity 2018
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Many parties are already playing significant roles in the identity sphere: all online services,
physical POS solutions, eGovernment require some form of
registration/identification/authentication and many service providers (notably the social
media, mobile telecommunications industries and countless technical solution providers) are
stepping up to provide these services. We will also explore in a little more depth later what
roles for example banks could also play in this emerging multi-party ecosystem.

Modern technology – not userids and passwords, but intelligent risk-based approach
Of course, it must be wise to employ modern technology going forward – not 1970’s-style
userid/password (as is largely the case today), nor rigid 2-Factor8 authentication where
intelligent, risk-based authentication is the exception9.
Instead there are many modern, mature, smart 3SPP solutions available, especially in
“data”/”user”-based authentication. If I buy my coffee at the same place around the corner
every morning, then the authentication can be much simpler than if I suddenly buy an
expensive TV in a place far from home. These smart solutions use – if the user is happy to
allow this - information about a person’s habits, location, devices10, maybe even social
media profiles etc with smart analytics to give risk-based seamless recognition (which the
customer likes), massive fraud reduction (which the banks like) and much reduced
transaction abandonment (which merchants like). Many mature such solutions are now
available11 and used by thousands of businesses. A sample user journey to show what this
may look like in practice is provided later in the text.

It’s not about Identity – think Pseudonymity instead
Importantly, it is worth noting that we actually should not be talking about “identity” at all.
Identity formally is a term used to identify a natural or legal person [see for example eIDAS
2014 Art 3 “Definitions” §1]. Nowadays one must surely also identify/authenticate programs
(apps, robots), devices (IoT) and more. The topic must no longer be only about people and
companies.
8

where one of the factors is typically again a password. Although a “one-time” password, this suffers from
most of the deficits of any password-based system. Also, the choice of two-factor seems largely arbitrary: when
I buy a coffee every day at the same place at the same time a ½ factor seems more than sufficient, when I buy a
house once in my life maybe 7 steps/credentials/verifications are not enough. We strongly believe that the
whole approach with rigid “factor” authentication appears worthy of reconsideration. Dynamic, adaptive, riskbased security is surely the future.
9

as originally laid out by ECB’s SecuRe Pay – published in January 2013 based on the then state-of-the-art of
the early 2000’s - and now most recently largely adopted by EBA’s PSD2 RTS applying likely from late 2019.
Thus, we see that solutions are enforced ca 10 years (!) later after they are state-of-the art, in an environment
where technology has actually moved at breath-taking speed.
10

of course, the mobile phone plays a key role here as it is pervasive, provides key fraud triggers (unusual
behaviours, device changes), has secure environment (SIM card, sometimes TEE), has some key social
attributes (users notice loss of phone much quicker than loss of card – and report it much quicker too) and
unique attributes (remote disablement, location identification, biometrics) – see [CAPS/GSMA 2018].
11

see commercial propositions from ThreatMatrix, equensWordline, iovation and countless more.
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Indeed, we posit that very rarely is the real name or true personal identity required –
instead, also in the interests of improving privacy, pseudonymity is the better way forward.

Figure 3 - Why does the cigarette machine need to know my name and my bank account details? Why does the hotel, who
copies my passport, need to know my ethnicity, my date of birth, the visas of the countries I have visited?
Source: equensWorldline 2018

The cigarette vending machine may legally need to verify that the customer is over 18;
however, it is none of its business what the customer’s name and bank number is. The many
businesses that copy my passport do not need to know my ethnicity, my place of birth, nor
the visas of the countries I have visited. Only an attribute, not the identity is required.
Indeed the pseudonym could be generated as a one-off [Sovrin2017] for even better
security.
Vending machines that require a user to insert a driver’s license as proof of age or hotels/car
rental companies that copy my passport are against GDPR: they have access to far too much
personal data. These simple physical examples surely apply also to the countless online
services that regularly request data much beyond what is required and must henceforth
surely be illegal.

Not “ID” but “AV” – Attribute Verification instead of Identity
If we consider that both physical and online services should in future be restricted to request
only the attributes they really need – they will have no excuse for asking for more (especially
not the whole physical identity) once a proper 3SPP solution is in place.
Attribute management, which preserves the principle of data minimisation as opposed to
identity (which reveals the whole individual), may best be realised using a handle or
pseudonym. A pseudonym can take many forms in practice: it may be a simple virtual
handle/alias/avatar or a digital cryptogram/token or a physical chip or other form factor.
Important is that the use is uniquely controlled by the user without revealing his identity like
a passport.
Should the real person employing the pseudonym attempt something unlawful, like posting
racially-offensive content or illegally trying to access bank accounts, then law enforcement
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(and no-one else) can trace the pseudonym back12 to the real physical identity of the
perpetrator.
By law only the state issues documents verifying real personal identities and access to the
real identity should be restricted mainly to the state13. Whether it is really me is only
relevant in very few cases14: if I wish to marry, to cross a state border or if I am to be put in
prison. These are all state controlled. Non-state actors, and even most other government
services, are largely15 best served with non-identity pseudonyms.
„Pseudonymisation is gaining traction among
modern electronic identification systems as a
privacy enhancing technique that can significantly
reduce risks of personal data misuse.“
[Tsakalakis 2016]

Anonymity
At the other end of the scale (see Fig 4), true anonymity – i.e. without any possibility of
tracing back to the real individual - is sometimes asked for. We believe, however, that again
there are only very rare cases where this is truly justified, or even legal.
- A well justified case for true anonymity can, for example, be found for an internal
company satisfaction survey. The management needs to convince staff that the data
will be collected anonymously and reliably assure everybody that no individual
employee’s answers will be identified. The impossibility of tracing the answers back
to the individual are fundamental to securing valid, open feedback.

12

because of the chain of trust back to where the pseudonym was created (e.g. on mobile phone which was
registered at purchase). Or with a car number plate, which is also a pseudonym: to the public it is just a string
of letters and numbers – but (only) for the police it is a means of reliably identifying the holder, if need be, by
tracing the plate code back via the car license procedure to the identified registered owner.
13

or to few selected key private sector services (opening of a bank account, obtaining a mobile contract,
forming a company, buying a house) where law enforcement must be able to truly identify the individual when
there is misuse. Again, we see that there is only need for true identity for law enforcement.
14

selling a car or a house, leaving a will, attaining right of attorney and other legal acts at a notary currently
require personal identification. Although one may question whether this will always need to remain so: maybe
in future the right (ownership attribute) of the car could actually be transferred without classical government
identity document means, but instead by transferring a digital token of ownership. This visionary view would of
course require deep revision of existing legal and government processes and is thus surely far too ambitious at
this stage. Let us fix the lower hanging fruit on online identity first.
15

There are very few non-state circumstances where real physical personal identity is required: applying for a
job or going to hospital for an operation do need the right/real physical person to be identified
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-

-

-

The topical cases of personal abuse (#MeToo) and corporate Whistelblowing16 may
also appear to be justified areas for anonymity. However, in order to also protect the
rights of the individual/company being accused, it is surely important to allow the
facts to be verified by an independent body and hence the source must be
identifiable to a neutral party. Again, a pseudonym protects the individual’s identity
but allows law enforcement to connect to the real person if need be and is thus
surely the better solution.
In payments, a public debate on a true online cash equivalent – with anonymous
exchange as in physical cash – is still ongoing. However, many open questions, not
least about the potential for money laundering, may suggest this idea will never see
the light of day. But some argue strongly that there is a role for pseudonymous
cash17. This is to balance the demand for privacy of the individual, also in the areas of
digital fund exchange, with the need for law enforcement to expose the identity of
the parties in case of misuse. However, the past history of this topic is strewn with
the corpses of high-investment failures (e.g. Mondex) indicating that any future for
pseudonymous cash may be thorny.
More generally in the areas of banking, true anonymous online payments are actually
clearly forbidden by KYC, AML/CTF, CDD, ML/TF regulations18. Instead the true
personal identity of the payer and payee must be reliably verified and law
enforcement able to step in if terrorists are financed. Allowing fully anonymous
online payments would put bankers in prison.

In general, [Europol 2017] notes, not surprisingly, that “The growing misuse of legitimate
anonymity … poses a serious impediment to detection, investigation and prosecution”.
Thus, all in all, we believe that the call for true anonymity may largely not be justified19 with
very few niche exceptions (e.g. anonymous employee surveys).
In summary, we propose that the large body of future authentication will do well to revolve
around pseudonymity.
The other extremes - true full personal identity and true unresolvable anonymity - may be
the exceptions.

16

whistleblowers that seek to expose government, law enforcement, etc will of course seek to remain fully
anonymous as they will rightly not see these third parties they accuse as neutral.
17

such as proposed by [Chaum 1982] which marries Unforgeability (“only authorised entities like banks are
able to issue valid digital coins”), Untraceability (“the relationship between a digital coin and a user is
untraceable”) and even Unlinkability (“different coins spent by the same user are unlinkable”) and
Unframeability (“no user or shop can be falsely incriminated”).
18

KYC = Know Your Customer, AML = Anti-Money Laundering, CTF = Countering the Financing of Terrorism,
CDD = Customer Due-Diligence, ML = Money Laundering, TF = Terrorist Financing
19

see dubious value of the avalanche of anonymous online comments on the internet which do not all add to
the sum of human well-being and education. It is thus encouraging to see the current political initiatives to
curb “fake news” and some of the online mis- and dis-information. Indeed, the topic of identity may help here
to ensure that content providers are identified and must stand by their statements and their consequences.
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Figure 4 - Scale of personal identification - the future is in the middle
Source: equensWorldline 2018

Potential Role of Banks – Threats, Assets and Opportunities
There is, of course, no God-given right to banks in this space. Indeed, as we have seen, this
key space of identity and attribute verification will be very heavily contested by many
industries. There will even be some well-justified opposition to banks providing identity
services20.
Also, some conservative banks themselves may actively not wish to enter this space. Fears
around liability, concerns on business case, inflexibility of organisation/IT, preference to stick
with what is known, etc will make some banks reticent. However, those banks that choose
not to engage must be clear that they may find themselves being further intermediated (and
thus losing more contact with the customer and seeing less data), being further relegated to
a role as commodity provider, further leaving the position of trusted party to others, letting
others reap the new revenues and letting others benefit from the new business models.
The more forward-thinking banks do see they have unique opportunities here. Firstly, they
see that they hold key assets that can be leveraged: maybe the best hard data, maybe the
best network, maybe the most robust infrastructure and maybe the most credible role as
trusted partner. These assets can then be employed for new value-propositions to
customers, for business models (also based on the new Open API economy) and to save
costs. These aspects will be addressed in the following.
If the user gives informed consent to release selected data on/about his account, then banks
can provide hard verification of attributes (e.g. age of user, home shipping address, really
paid his TV license etc based on KYC processes and transaction history). This is in contrast to
many other industries (notably the very active social media) who can typically only provide
indicative information (“seems to be quite interested in politics”, “said she was over 18”). Of
course, both hard and soft data will be valuable to online services – but surely the hard data,
combined with other external data sources, will be the main basis of the new data-driven
economy, and thus the most valuable, as we already see in the most successful emergent
FinTech/RegTech/InsurTech/PayTech models.
The banks not only have key hard data, but also a unique network (built for payments) that
interconnects people and companies across the world. The federated 3SPP approach linking
multiple attribute providers with multiple services requestors, seems destined to be based
20

due to some reputational damage banks have incurred, due to customers not wanting their bank to know
too much about them, banks may not always be the right players. Also, in developing countries or in states
where the government wishes to retain full control, banks may not be the identity providers of choice.
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on a 4-corner-model (see Fig 2) that we know from banking and payments and is another
key asset that banks have, indicating that this may be a real opportunity to leverage existing
investments and infrastructures.
Considering that the financial services industry is of course21 the most heavily cyber-attacked
industry, they are holding up well compared to others, see Fig 522. This is due to this industry
investing particularly heavily in IT-security, new technologies and privacy and being highly
regulated and monitored. This industry is of course not invulnerable23, but the European24
banking industry especially do have an above-average record in withstanding cybercrime
and protecting user data. It should be welcomed by all to have such a security/privacyconscious and robust industry playing its part.

Figure 5 – Data Records Stolen/Lost by Industry
Sources: WorldBank 2015 (left), Identity Theft Resource Center 201625 (right)

In view of all these assets, it is no surprise to see several banks (e.g. whole geographies like
Nordics, bank-schemes like iDeal in The Netherlands, savings banks in Germany [Yes2017]
and individual institutions like Barclays) as well as non-bank payment-related services (e.g.
Klarna, PayPal, Swish) already embracing this new opportunity to move from core
21

since cyber-criminals tend not to publish their statistics, we can only employ a common-sense argument
such as “Suttons Law”. This is named after the bank robber Willie Sutton who replied to a reporter’s inquiry
why he kept robbing banks by saying “because that’s where the money is”. Hence common-sense dictates that
also in the online world most attacks go to where the money is – that banks are the most heavily cyberattacked industry. [IBM2017] confirms “the financial sector was targeted by cyber-attacks 65% more than any
other sector”
22

also compare even the worst the bank breaches (see next footnote) with other industries such as Sony’s
reputed loss of 100 terabytes of data or Yahoo’s recent loss of 3 billion accounts. This last breach was actually
not revealed externally for four years (!) – a situation unimaginable for regulated banks which are heavily and
constantly monitored. [cifas 2017] states “Despite high volumes, identity frauds against bank accounts have
reduced” – a trend that no other industry has seen. So, banks are indeed holding up quite well.
23

spectacular breaches especially in US - Equifax (145.5 million accounts), JPMorgan Chase (83 million
accounts), Heartland Payments Systems (134 million accounts), Global Payments, Inc. (1-1.5 million accounts),
Citigroup (360,000 accounts) - show that no industry is protected from Cybercrime and data breaches.
24

see lack of European breaches in above list and the early introduction of security measures in this geography
e.g. [Europol 2017] statement “EMV (chip and PIN), geoblocking and other European industry measures
continue to erode card fraud within the EU, forcing criminals to migrate cash-out operations to other regions”
25

this report shows that financial services industry had “only” 4.8% of the breaches and lost “only” 0.2% of the
records and have a continuous trend in being the most robust industry sector.
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banking/payment/accounts to higher-value authentication services (from age verification to
full legal online contract signing) for third parties.
These forward-thinking players typically see it firstly as a strategic opportunity to win back
the position as the customer's main trusted partner against the onslaught of other platforms
now offering very non-private online “identity” services. Identity services can also make the
user more “sticky” to his bank.
Secondly it can be a new commercial opportunity. Once can likely not charge end-user
consumers but the corporate case of providing identity services to mobile operators, online
services, mobile solutions, governments is very different. It is good business to provide
reliable identity to companies: the B2B margins26 may be much better than for payments
(where margins are tending towards zero) and the volumes are much bigger too (people log
on/identify themselves many more times per day to corporates, governments and online
services, than they pay per day27 – and when IoT devices and mobile apps start needing
identification then this volume will surely explode).
The new services also allow more information to be gathered about the customer yielding
data which can be used for further commercial services of benefit to the customer.
Finally, it is an opportunity to leverage existing infrastructures (world-wide interconnectivity)
and investments (KYC, online security methods) to be re-used for further valuable services.
In this context 3SPP could be used to reduce the cost of compliance. By re-using shared
infrastructure and maybe also reusing some properly verified attributes from other service
providers smart banks are able not only to help others but also to reduce their own KYC,
AML/CTF, CDD, ML/TF costs.

26

consumers will likely not pay for identity (just as they often do not pay for payments). However, the B2B
case is very different. If banks can provide KYC-verified shipping addresses to merchants, secure logons for
critical online services, reliable age verification to machines etc, then it has been shown repeatedly that
merchants, online services, etc are ready to pay for this. The actual amounts that can be charged to the
merchants will of course vary by the value of the identity service: 0€ for standard log-on (since Facebook etc
already offer this for free), a small amount for e-mail/age verification, a larger amount for bank-verified
shipping address, up to a few Euros for each transaction providing bank-verified credit rating.
27

people typically pay 2-3 times per day [Pratz2018]. We expect online identity to be at least two orders of
magnitude larger than this i.e. 200 authentication requests per person with his apps and devices per day.
Consider how many times per day a millennial opens her phone to message/Instagram/Snapchat, logs on to
shopping sites/Amazon/Gmail, and how many IoT device and connected services in Open Banking and the API
platform economy will all need authentication.
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Banks have to open up under Open Banking/PSD2 anyway – let’s also provide
authentication services
We are already seeing that such new authentication services towards third parties are being
provided by forward thinking banks (e.g. CA, ING, BBVA, Nordea, Fidor, Moven) under Open
Banking.
This comes from the move towards the connected API economy. Smart banks, knowing that
they have to open up with standard/free PSD2 APIs anyway [Salmony XS2A 2014], will also
offer commercial value-added bank-verified-age-id API, bank-verified-shipping-address-id
API etc28 (see Fig 6) as new business propositions. This generates value and revenue and
helps to put them in an offensive position that embraces the regulations’ business potential
(not just defending to “comply”) for forward-thinking players.

Figure 6 - Mandatory and commercial identity APIs under Open Banking. Source: [Salmony XS2A 2014]

VISA already embraced this opportunity with their “ID Intelligence” [VISA 2017] program.
This allows third party developers to concentrate on their business proposition, whilst
obtaining the solution to the tricky area of authentication via VISA’s APIs and SDKs. This
gives VISA a stronger strategic position as trusted partner, access to more customer data and
new revenue streams. This is a model that banks could also embrace to their advantage.
We believe that once the Open Banking paradigm is truly embraced, we will see many more
such APIs (see Fig 7) beyond what is required by compliance i.e. beyond just PSD2
PIS/AIS/PIIS APIs. Merchants are actually asking for value-added APIs where the payment is
not just initiated (PIS) but actually executed with some confidence (the focus of [ERPB PIS
2017]), or that recurring payments are managed, or that funds can be reserved for later use,
or that payments can be returned and much more. We trust that the industry will develop

28

note that multiple attributes can be verified with one single call. For example, the Austrian “e-Identifikation”
service [Stuzza 2015] allows a web-shop to verify the registration data submitted by their customer in one
single API call. At enrolment, the customer gives the web shop with his data (name, age, shipping address, etc)
and is then re-routed to his bank which verifies to the web shop that all these attributes are correct. A single
return code qualified with a bank-signature verifies everything in one API call. This is more elegant and privacy
sensitive than asking several times, individually for all the attributes.
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these commercial services according to market demand and will not wait to be enforced,
under very different terms, by regulation.
Beyond payment initiation we see the – likely much more disruptive – potential of access to
transaction data. This will again offer opportunities to go beyond what is required by
legislation (i.e. PSD2 AIS API with just a “screenshot” of the recent transaction history), but
instead offer value-added29 structured/categorised data in XML for direct use by FinTechs.
We believe one of the main beneficiaries of Open Banking may not necessarily be the retail
customer – which is the current focus – but the corporate. This is just the same as in the
discussion around “Instant Payments”, where again the biggest advantage may be to
corporates [Salmony Instant 2016], not the originally envisioned private end users.
Therefore, we can expect to see many commercial APIs being offered by banks to
corporates, knowing they will be ready to pay for the added value.
And finally, in the context of this paper, we suggest that forward thinking banks will also
open up a number of “identity” APIs to allow merchants, FinTechs, apps, devices etc to verify
whether a user really does own an account (without the current absurd method of sending a
microtransaction), whether she is over 18, that his shipping address is correct etc etc and
even maybe offer yet more advanced services for signing and risk management.
The potential for banks and their users in Open Banking is truly endless.

Figure 7 - Value-added APIs, beyond PSD2 compliance, with commercial services that FinTechs/Merchants/Corporates really
need – sample authentication APIs shown on the right
Source: equensWorldline 2018

All in all, one can see that there are many arguments – which many organisations are
beginning to embrace – for banks and payment organisations to enter the authentication
and identity domains.

29

in all references to value-added services in this text it will of course be the bank’s decision whether to offer
these as part of a “package” to make that bank more attractive to its customers and to retain them or whether
to offer some or all value-added services with a fee. Over time these services may become commodity either
through market pressure or regulation. At that stage it is likely that all banks will offer these services and that
they will have to be provided for free - so early movers who provide value-added services early, will gain the
commercial and strategic advantage.
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Diversity and Linearity of Trust – also a Cultural Topic
As a final thought on another common parlance in the identity community that may need to
be revisited, we take a closer look at the linear scale of trust. In eIDAS, for example there are
three linear levels of “low”/”substantial”/”high” - corresponding to the confidence with
which an individual is really identified, again associated with increasing verification “factors”
being employed.
This does not work when relying on attributes: these can not be put in a linear order.
As shown earlier, the future lies not in the verification of individuals but in the
authentication of attributes:
• is she over 18
• is he a student
• is he employed here
• has he paid his TV license
• is he really at this location
• is this a person or a programme
• does this company have sufficient funds
• can this robot open this door, give advice for this bank
• am I allowed to rent this bike
• is she really a qualified doctor
• is he married
• has this car paid the toll
• is this app allowed to see/send my emails, post on a forum
• is that really the company’s address
• is this application allowed to see my transaction history
• should this speaker read out my balance
• …
These attributes surely can not be placed on a linear scale30 and must be managed without
natural precedence.
However, although identities and attributes cannot be set out on a linear scale, we do see
some useful areas for linearity of trust. For example, linear confidence levels on attributes
are increasingly being served by providers. Just as the linear (0-100%) credit score reveals a
confidence in a customer honouring his debts, this principle of a linear scale is being
increasingly applied to other attributes. For example, Social Media rate the likelihood that a
person is interested in a topic, mobile operators serve a likelihood that a phone is in the
vicinity of a particular location. The relying parties can then base their higher-level services
upon these confidence levels.
But by and large trust is not linear. Regulation itself enforces some non-linearity which may
surprisingly even be widely different within a single geography. Before PSD2 and GDPR
harmonised the rules, in some Nordic countries personal data could not be digitally shared
at all (even if the user agrees), in other Nordic countries the salary (surely usually one of the
most sensitive personal data elements) is published on the internet. Those are extreme
30

is “having a TV license” a higher state of trust than “being allowed to open this door”? The question is clearly
meaningless, showing that attributes can not be put in a linear precedence order.
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poles of view in the same area and show a surprisingly wide range and non-linearity already
in such a narrow geographical region. We are already observing that some diversity will
continue even after general harmonisation of legislation through PSD2 and GDPR.
Of course, we generally see the widest variability between geographies. This is due to
regulation often being a reflection of a society’s attitudes – and attitudes and cultures
typically vary across countries and continents. Single individuals will, of course, differ, but we
find that the scale of “how much control people want”, for example, is typically highly
disparate between Germanic and Latin countries [Mijnd Huijser 2010]. In our context of
authentication this means that in some geographies people tend to prefer to verify every
transaction explicitly and to have every payment checked by the bank31, in others they
prefer a more laissez-faire approach, prioritising an easy, convenient, smooth user
experience with the minimum intermediate steps. Either preference should be respected
and accommodated.
Already from these few examples we can see that it will be a challenge to define a common
identity framework across Europe. There simply is significant cultural, regulatory diversity
and the habits that people have formed are very different. Thus, a flexible approach like
3SPP which allows different federated solutions to interoperate across different geographies
and cultures again seems a winning way forward.
Looking beyond Europe, the diversity in culture, habits and regulation is even more
pronounced.
In Europe we have largely agreed on potentially global, free market, privacy-observing
approaches. In China, by contrasts, many external providers are blocked, local digital
champions cultivated, and state-run identity solutions rolled out [Wired 2018] with
individuals’ activities heavily monitored throughout.
While we in Europe are largely reticent about central government storage of biometric data,
India has set up the complete opposite: the largest biometric system in the world [Aadhaar
2016] with ca 1.2 billion peoples’ data.
All this diversity means that those that admirably dream of a world-wide harmonised
approach32 will sadly but surely encounter severe challenges in the foreseeable future. It is
currently too early to predict whether we will tend towards world-wide alignment in the
long term or whether cultural and political diversity will continue to fragment further. This
topic merits further research and monitoring.
All this is compounded by the fact that these diverse tendencies across the world are not
static. Some attitudes (and hence regulations) are indeed very much in flux. For example,
31

for example, PayPal, Swish (SE) and iDeal (NL) each enforce redirection away from the merchant to the
authentication service and are amongst the most successful online payment services in the world. They are
perceived to give the users control and confidence, prevents fraud and have massively improved adoption of
eCommerce. Others, by contrast - including the European Commission’s revised PSD2 RTS Art.32 §3 - consider
redirection an obstacle to the provision of online services.
32

a global approach which the world surely needs. An effective digital identity would ideally need to match the
increasingly global nature of commerce (as with the card schemes and over-the-top players like Amazon,
Google, Facebook, etc) and increasingly global life.
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people’s attitudes in US towards privacy have traditionally been more liberal33 than in
Europe. There has also traditionally been a marked cultural reticence against control by any
government34. However, after 9/11, Wikileaks, Snowden and other events, the attitude
towards privacy/identity/government may be changing and maybe one can observe a
tendency towards a more controlled view on privacy.
In summary we see that a wide range of cultural mores across the world have led to
different attitudes, regulations, habits and ultimately very different technical
implementations. An interesting, colourful universe of human diversity which cannot be
hammered flat into simple linear scales. However, a flexible approach which respects the
diversity and the fact that attitudes and regulations and technology – and eventually even
habits – change, will provide a safe view towards the future.

Insert: Scenario – the “Terminator”
To make the above considerations a little more tangible, we would like to show an example
of how the 3SPP approach suggested may work in practice.
Consider a new digital service offering, the “Terminator”. It allows a user to cancel
conveniently any recurring contract online. Example subscriptions are: magazine
subscription, insurance, mobile phone contract, public transport card, streaming TV/music
feeds, cloud hosting services, an initially free trial that now incurs a fee etc.
Users are already employing such services by the millions to reduce their monthly expenses
or to change to a better provider. However, today’s such services (truebill.com,
aboalarm.de, online-kuendigen.at, comparison websites) still require a good deal of manual
labour: logging on to the termination site, logging on to the site of the service to be
cancelled, downloading .CSV files of the data required, uploading the data back up to the
comparison and termination sites, downloading, printing and mailing of the legal document
for termination etc.

Figure 8 - Managing subscriptions
Source: emma-app.com

Automating the full process (e.g. submitting and tracking the actual legal cancellation notice)
is well beyond the scope of this paper or indeed the current state of the industries involved.
However already much benefit would be reaped if the terminator service could improve the
33

except, for example, in Illinois with their restrictive “Biometric Information Privacy Act”, 740 ILCS 14/1 et
seq. (“BIPA”). So also in US there are variants in legislation and attitudes change as privacy is seen to be
violated.
34

contrast this, for example, with attitudes in Germany where the population traditionally values privacy
highly and is usually quick to ask for the government to take control in case something is perceived to be going
awry.
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sign-on and authentication experience in the multiple steps necessary using advanced
methods in a federated system.
Such a concrete future scenario may look like this:
A millennial lady about to leave for work asks Alexa (Amazon smart speaker) to read out her
current bank balance. She finds this is lower than expected, so she opens her mobile banking
app on the underground to go through the last transactions on her account. She sees that a
number of subscriptions have been debited and thinks it is high time to throw some of them
out since she is not using them. She asks Siri (Apple robo helper) to remind her in the
evening to sort this out. Back home after work she goes to her Mac and invokes Terminator
to scan through all her subscriptions (repeated direct debits) on all her accounts (bank, card,
PayPal, etc). This comes up with a surprisingly long list of gym memberships, cloud music
streaming services, care packages for pets she no longer has, travel insurances already
covered by her new business credit card and more. She puts a “tick” against all the
superfluous subscriptions and instructs Terminator to send a cancellation immediately to all
these services which she no longer uses. The cancellation notices35 (properly legally
formulated, with right termination clauses/timings/etc) are generated automatically by
Terminator. Next month she sees by her increased bank balance that all unwanted
subscriptions have indeed been cancelled.
Now this is a complex scenario with many actors36, so no full automated solution can be
detailed here and not every step explained in depth. However, if we only cover the first few
steps, and there only consider the key aspects of the reliable and safe authentication - the
subject of this paper - we can already see some clear ways forward on how to improve the
user experience.
For each of these steps some authentication is necessary: she will not want Alexa to read out
her bank balance to anyone else, she will need to identify herself to the cat care service, etc.
If each of these steps involves a full, rigid 2F authentication procedure, the benefit of the
service will likely never be realised.

35

via signed emails/pdf, scripted online web cancellations, automated fax or old-school paper letter.

36

we do see in this example that value chains are becoming ever more complex and many players are
becoming involved in one transaction. This indicates that is may be necessary to have an approach that works
across several players (in this example Android, Apple, Amazon and many more small solution providers). This
is an interoperability challenge but has many advantages, not least minimising the privacy-relevant data
available to each player. The future can surely not be digital giants that know everything, it must be federated.
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So instead, the flow may be as follows using 3SPP:
- Alexa sees the user’s Android smart watch in the proximity and recognises the user’s
voice so has sufficient confidence that the true user is really present and thus reads
out the balance to her. Alexa is on the bank’s “white list” for read-only data (e.g.
reading out balances/transactions but not for initiating payments) so this device has
access without further credentials37 to the amount to be read out. It is also a usual
request for this user to be doing this at this time of day over this device from this
location further enhancing the confidence that she wants this to be done. Obviously,
all these permissions (Alexa-watch connection, proximity recognition, white-listing,
monitoring of “usual” behaviour) had been set up before, explicitly verifying her
consent.
- The mobile banking app was linked during its installation with the physical mobile
phone, the SIM card, etc and monitors continuously that the phone has not been
tampered with. Since this is all in order and the user opened the phone using her
fingerprint, the app can show the recent transaction history on the screen
- Back home after work, she invokes Terminator for the first time, so this new service
must be legitimised towards her online banks, her insurance providers, etc.
First Terminator must access her primary bank account, so the bank asks her to verify
her consent for this. Her bank displays on the Apple Mac screen the message “Do you
agree that application Terminator on this Mac at this location may view direct debits
of the last 30 days from this account until further notice?”. The user can press cancel,
or modify (e.g. to limit Terminator’s bank access to only today and not until further
notice) or ask for further information or, if everything is fine, hold her face to her
Apple iPhone X’s camera for 3D facial recognition to verify the consent. The bank
notes how, when and for how long the consent was given.
This consent can of course be revoked by the user at any time.
- Terminator needs to verify that the user is over 18 since she needs to have legal
maturity to terminate contracts. Therefore, Terminator invokes her bank’s age-veri-id
API in the background to confirm this attribute/property. (The bank receives a small
fee from the company Terminator Ltd. for this.)
- The user had signed up 6 months ago for a free trial of cat care services under the
pseudonym of Molly2014 – this protects her true personal identity but allows the
service, that has since started to charge a monthly fee, now to be cancelled.
- The process continues with the user only being asked to interact only when it is
necessary (i.e. for new actors, when she requests something unusual) and to give her
assurance that nothing is done without her explicit consent.
- etc.

37

the user herself may wish to set preferences for how many steps are required to gain access to account
balances on Alexa in this example. Particularly control- and security conscious users might wish to demand
additional steps beyond a minimum threshold set by the service provider. Such minded users typically also wish
to instruct the transport app to show the bill for the journey after a quick TouchID verification as the journey
ends before the payment is made - rather than having the fully automated/transparent/no-friction process that
others value so highly.
Conclusion: User choices and preferences must be respected with sensible minimum defaults set.
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Note that nowhere is a government-issued document involved, nowhere is the personal
identity of the user revealed, there are no passwords, no userids, no “factors”, the user is
only asked if there is a real need – 3SPP can be done!
We can see that this is an open approach where solution providers – large and small - will
compete heavily against each other to provide the most convenient and most secure user
experience. These two demands are no longer at odds with each other, but can both be
realised simultaneously and flexibly, according to the users’ preferences with modern
technology. This is a world with true opportunity also for small nimble new players and
increased competition to the best solutions, and not only for dominant38 online platforms.
Although not everything around this scenario can be covered in depth in this text, we gain
an inkling that with behavioural analytics, judicious use of guided interactions and modern
technology an experience that is simultaneously
• secure (background multi-dimensional verification that device is authorised, has not
been tampered with etc)
• simple-to-use/situative (fingerprint and further biometrics, only interact when
necessary)
• scalable (there is nothing in the architecture which prohibits wide deployment)
• private (no single social media or bank which has all information – instead it is
distributed and federated)
• and pervasive (across all devices, platforms, service providers)
can be realised.

38

this is not always the case with current regulation, for example in PSD2 SCA RTS.
The 1-click checkout that merchants and customers love (but which in future is only permitted under contract)
will likely only be available to the big players. Amazon can’t afford to talk to all the many small banks and ING
can’t afford to talk to all the many small merchants across Europe. However, the two big players (ING, Amazon)
will likely do a direct deal/contract to have the great 1-click experience for their customers, rightly leveraging
eachothers’ huge user base. Thus 1-click will likely not be viable for the small players (merchants, FinTechs,
banks) but will be the privilege of the large players.
This is not the bank’s or Amazon’s fault – it is a natural (unintended) consequence of the regulation.
Also, only big players can afford to employ the very sophisticated (needing e.g. IBM Watson) analytics to
achieve the rigidly defined and highly demanding regulated fraud targets.
Thus, rigid regulations such as this – although nobly aiming to improve competition (small players vs quasimonopolists) – may end up actually achieving the opposite.
The literature [e.g. Haldane 2012] has proved many times that “less is more” in regulation!
This may be an opportunity for Brexit [ReedSmith 2017]. Equivalency rules (that allow continued facilitated
trade with the EU) demand around 70% equivalency, so the UK could choose post-Brexit to leave the one-sizefits-all approach and regulate a better PSD2 version with a more proportionate authentication regime
encouraging innovation, FinTech and competition.
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Summary and Recommendations
In summary, we believe that the time may be right to think more about Secure, Simple-touse/Situative, Scalable, Private and Pervasive “3SPP” authentication. We believe that banks
could and maybe should play a key role in this space to protect us from cybercrime and
online fraud and to make our lives easier and truly enable the online and offline economy.
As hypothesised at the outset, we believe to have shown that it is indeed time to radically
rethink the topic. Instead of revealing whole identities, we should verify only targeted
attributes; we must be clear that not only people but also software and devices will need
verification of these attributes; we should connect the many providers of attribute
verification with the many parties that want to rely on them; the connection is best done not
with point-to-point silo interconnections but using the tried-and-tested four-corner model;
we should work with pseudonyms; we should not employ rigid 2-factor or 1970’s
userid/password technologies but use intelligent modern risk-based methods that balance
convenience and security, and generally be more connected and smart about the topic … as
summarised in the table below:
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Old thinking

New Thinking

• Identity is issued by a government and can be used by
(another) government

It’s largely not about identity
• “You” are not anybody else’s business
• To reveal the full identity is to act against the data protection
principle of data minimisation – its use is illegal according to GDPR
• Use pseudonyms, handles, alias instead
• Very rarely is there a case for true anonymity

• Basis is a physical identity document

• The goal is to identify you in various levels of reliability

It’s about rights management
• Properties (over 18, allowed to access, …) are verified – not the
person
These rights are not linear – they cannot be put on a scale of low-med-high
It’s not only about people
• Programs, apps, robo-advisers, devices also need to have their
access rights checked

• Each company issues identity primarily for its own use
• Some point-to-point interoperability

Several providers offer rights verification for several relying parties
• Not one provider with some interoperability
• Need for any-to-any connection
Four corner model
• A proven scalable model in payments and banking

• Largely userid/password technology
• Extra security through rigid 2F authentication, with few
complex exemptions (and exceptions to exemptions)
• Regulator lays down in great technical detail the rules
for authentication (description of factors, number to use,
exceptions, thresholds, etc)
Banks operate their own KYC silos at great cost

Technology using data and analytics
• Only ask user if you really have to
• “Right” friction

i.e. 2FA is the exception

Principle based, technology neutral, proportionate, evidence-based regulation –
specify only the goal

Banks find new strategic role as trusted party and generate more revenue than in
payments 39

Table 2 - Old thinking vs possible new way forward
Source: equensWorldline 2018

How can one make the above new approach real? We believe that a number of stakeholders
have to work together to make this happen. If we all believe that there is a better way than
using government-based identity documents which reveal at once my age, ethnicity, name,
blood group, travel history to every hotel clerk; if we believe there is a better way than
deploying countless userids and passwords; if we believe there is an opportunity for smart
risk-based authentication which is both secure and convenient; if we believe that we must
move away from countless silos with little or no interconnection; if we want a future-proof
infrastructure that is scalable; if we want our online world to be safe and if we want to make
life harder for those that try to impersonate and defraud us, then we must act.
Indeed we must act together.

39

which is already a good business now with huge volumes, good revenue, stable growth regularly above GDP,
see for example:
•
•

•

“In 2016, the global payments industry accounted for 34 percent of overall banking revenues – up from 27
percent just five years earlier” … “a $2 trillion-dollar industry by 2020” [McKinsey Global Payments 2017]
“Global non-cash transaction volumes grew 11.2% during 2014-2015 to reach 433.1bn, the highest growth of the
past decade, and above predictions” [CapGemini World Payments Report 2017]
“The value of global payments transactions stood at $420 trillion, or 5.5 times global GDP” [BCG Global Payments
Report 2017]
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This naturally leads to the following actionable recommendations for the concerned
stakeholders:
Regulators – lay out principle based, technology neutral, proportionate, evidence-based legislation.
Trying to define rigid authentication rules and attempting to be the chief technical architect of the
industry surely is not a role that a regulator can fulfil successfully. In general, the focus should be to
let the industry do its work. There are surely enough commercial incentives and legal motivations for
the market to move as described. Legislation should only be considered to catalyse multi-side
markets (where parties may otherwise be waiting on each other) or in case of proven market failure.
Banks – consider embracing the opportunities, also on the topic of identity and authentication. If
banks just follow every legislation only to comply, they will incur only costs and not realise any
commercial or strategic benefits. Banks are increasingly becoming pro-active digital players,
partnering with advanced companies, generating new revenues, setting themselves up in a new
position as a partner of trust and privacy. The alternative is to be intermediated and reduced to a
commodity provider. The only way is forward.
Industry – may see an advantage in setting up a federated 3SPP solution. Instead of each investing in
own silo solutions to solve largely the same problem as everyone else, we should consider building a
shared infrastructure for the benefit of all.
All of above – work together. We fundamentally believe that true collaborative effort is needed. In
this it is important to think of all stakeholders, especially the end users (who may also need some
help and education, see below)
Users – may need to be helped to understand that security is also their responsibility and what they
need to do. Banks, governments, merchants are doing their utmost to keep users safe – but users
must also invest some time and money and, for their own interests, must surely see this topic as of
primary importance, as they themselves have said in all surveys …
Research – keep coming up with new technologies that make our lives easier and safer. The pace of
change is astounding and should be kept up relentlessly as we are hungry for more.
FinTech – find new commercial models that employ modern technologies out of research and
partner with banks and industry to leverage these in the market. Modern technology for
authentication now provides a win/win (easier to use and more secure), whereas past approaches
were a trade-off. This yields better experiences for users, enhanced security and new commercial
opportunities.
ECB – to speed up the process a catalyst may be needed. In principle, this could come from any actor
in the market. However, since the financial services industry has such key assets here (trust, KYC, 4corner-model, high-volume international transaction business, coming API industry, FinTech
partnerships, secure authentication etc) one could consider whether that catalyst might profitably
come from this side of the market. A powerful innovation driver such as the ECB, with a mandated
role as “facilitator” and “enabler” and to leverage and build on the “smooth operation of the
payments system” – here not in the role of oversight or regulator – could consider kick-starting an
initiative. The ECB could, for example, consider bringing together key actors to explore the potential
of a new approach towards identity. This would surely be for the benefit for whole European market
and not just for financial services. Some may possibly see this as slightly beyond the core remit of the
ECB by formal interpretations, however the trend towards value added services (transaction data,
identity, etc) around/based on payments, seems most welcome if not inexorable. In any case it
would surely be good to have the banking industry finally seen as a wider benefactor of society.
Table 3 - Recommendations to stakeholders
Source: equensWorldline 2018

We thus hope this text has provided some stimulation in the debate towards modern,
flexible identity (which we have seen is actually not about identity …).
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